Introduction and summary
In recent years there have been great advances in the study of the lattice .9(8&?) of subvarieties of the variety 8% of all completely regular semigroups where by a completely regular semigroup is meant a semigroup that is a union of groups or, equivalently, a semigroup endowed with a unary operation x-+x-l such that x=xx-lx, x= (x-I)-', and XA-' =x-lx. Independently of this effort, new constructions referred to generally as expansions of semigroups have been developed for the study of global semigroup theory. Here we show that, when one of these expansions, in this case the Rhodes expansion, is applied to the relatively free object of a variety Y of completely regular semigroups containing the variety of semilattices, then one obtains the free object in a variety which can be described in terms of the variety %' and the complete congruences on 9?(8%) determined by the kernel, left and the right trace relations.
The necessary background from the study of varieties of completely regular semigroups is introduced in Section 2.
Throughout, X will denote a fixed set of cardinality X0. Let Y=XU {( , )-I} and U denote the smallest subset of the free semigroup Y+ on Y which is closed with respect to (1) if u, u E U, then WI E U, (2) if u E U, then (u))' E U. By [2] and [4] , U is then the free unary semigroup on the set X.
For any u E U, let o(u) (respectively, E(U)) denote the last (respectively, the first) variable from X to appear for the first (respectively, the last) time in U. Let S(U) denote the element of U obtained by deleting from the longest initial segment of u that does not contain the variable a(u) all unmatched parentheses and let e(u) denote the right/left dual of S(U). For any integer n > 0, we define s"(u) inductively by s"+'(u)=s(s"(u) ) and define e"(u) dually. It will also be convenient to write SO(U) = U = eO(u). Let c = the fully invariant congruence on U corresponding to the variety E?%?, 9' = the variety of semilattices, q = the fully invariant congruence on U corresponding to the variety 9 of semilattices. In [8] , Polak introduced several important operators on the lattice of fully invariant congruences on U. Let Q be a fully invariant congruence on U. The relations e, ee-and G are defined inductively as follows: for U, u E U,
UQV H uenqu, s(u)$s(u)
and e(u)Qe(o>, UQe-V e there exist w, t E U with u = e(w), u =e(t) and w Q t,
Ue'V H
ek(u) Q Cl q ek(o), for all k20.
In the above definitions, we adopt the conventions that 0 Q 0 and 0 Q tl q 0. Let ee denote the fully invariant congruence on U generated by @-and let es-, es and 6 be the left/right duals of ee-, ee and G, respectively. The main result in Section 3 establishes that, for any fully invariant congruence Q E [[, q], G=ex V&, where @x (respectively, @r,) is the minimum congruence in [[,q] such that Q/C and @x/c have the same kernel (respectively, @/[ and @r,/[ have the same right trace). It is also shown that, for any fully invariant congruence Q on U, the intersection of all the congruences obtained by iterating the operations Q --f G and Q + 6 is precisely G.
In Section 4, we consider the left Rhodes expansion of the free object FY in a variety %'~_$?('#a) and show that it is precisely the free object in the variety corresponding to the fully invariant congruence 6. The effect of iterating this construction and its dual is considered in Section 5 where we prove that the projective limit of all such constructions is the free object in the variety corresponding to @x.
Background
It will be convenient to collect together the following notation:
c(u) = the set of variables from X appearing in u E U. This formulation of the trace relation leads quite naturally to two additional relations associated with Green's relations g and 3 defined as follows: 2 T, Q e A/@ n Q) c SF and @/(,I n Q) c_ 9, A T, Q H A/@ fl Q) c ZR and e/(n n Q) c .%.
We refer to T, and T, as the left and right trace relations, respectively. are intersection preserving. 0
Unfortunately, the mappings associated with the upper ends of the intervals of T, and T, in J_Z'(SB) are not endomorphisms.
An interesting and useful fact, however, about the upper ends of the intervals of K, T, and T, is that they can be described in terms of Mal'cev products (see [6, 8] In general, the Mal'cev product of two varieties in gz%? need not be a variety. However, for %E {.JZ!$!, 39, .5Z?%, .B%} and "t/~zZ?(gB) the Mal'cev product Q/o 'V E 5Z?(E?B). For these and other results on Mal'cev products of varieties of completely regular semigroups, see [5] . It is clear that the mapping is an isomorphism of A onto r. Under the inverse isomorphism, the complete congruences K, Ti and T, on r will now carry over to complete congruences on A which we will also denote by K, T, and T,, respectively.
For any Q E A, we will denote the K, T, and T, classes of Q by QK = ]ex, eKl t e'h = LQT,, ~~'1 and eT, = [QT,, ~~'1.
For any semigroup S and any Q E CON(S), we say that Q is over V (a variety) if eQ E V, for all e E E(S).
Lemma 2.8. Let 2, Q E A be such that ,I T, Q and ,I c Q. Then Q/?, is over 929. 0
The next result describes some of the connections between Polak's operators on congruences on U and the relations K, T, and T, on g(E?B). Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.9(i) and the definition of e. 0
The operator (7)
In the main result of this section we shall establish a connection between 3, e and eT,, for any Q E [[, ~1. We will require some preliminary observations. Part (iv) follows from part (iii) and Theorem 2.9(i). 0
We are now ready for the first main result of this section. 
Now, it follows easily from (1) that VK = ia and so the fact that Q G q implies, by Theorem 2.7, that
Combining (2) and (3), we obtain
It follows immediately from usu and the definition of e' that e(u) ,$e(u) and so, by the induction hypothesis, e(u) A e(u). Since A c A', by Lemma 2.2(i), this means that e(u),lee (u) and therefore, by (4) Iteration of the operations Q -+ 3 and Q + 6 leads to a further interesting connection. In order to describe this, it will be helpful to introduce the following notation.
For any Q E FCON(U), let 
W = (I,r: I2 = I, r2 = t-1,
that is, the semigroup generated by I and r subject to the relations I2 = I and r2 = r. Clearly every element WE W can be written in a unique canonical form as w = wi w2 .** w,, where wi#wi+i, for i= I,2 ,..., n -1. We will always assume that elements of Ware written in canonical form. For w as above, we define the length of w to be IwI =n.
Lemma 3.6. For any fuIly invariant congruence Q on U, l(f(e)) =I(@) and r(r(e)) = r(e).
Proof. Directly from the definitions of I(Q) and e' we have that, for any U, u E U, uj(l(e))a e e"(u) I(e)nr e"(u)
for all nr0 H e"(e"(u)) Q n q e"(e" and we have as an immediate consequence from Lemma 3.9 the following:
Corollary 3.10. Let Q E [c, q]. Then I(e) A r(e) = /r(e) v r/(e).
From this it is a simple step to describe the lattice generated by the congruences w(e), WE w* @E[c-,Vl.
Corollary 3.11. Let Q E [<, q]. Then L = (U(Q)/\ o(e): u, u E W} is a sublattice of
It-,rll.
e I(@>

5?
r(e)
I(e) Ar(e)
He) rQe>
Proof. Clearly U(Q) c U(Q), whenever IuI> j UI so that the result follows easily from Corollary 3.9. Cl
The Rhodes expansion
Let S be any semigroup. We define the relations sil' and <v on S by
ar,b H S'aLS'b and a<,b H S'aCS'b but S'afS'b (a,bES).
A The reduction Red(n) of d is defined to be the sequence obtained from ii by successively deleting the right most element of any pair of g-equivalent elements until no such pairs remain. Clearly Red(a) is a uniquely defined reduced g-chain.
The left Rhodes expansion g&!(S) of S is the set of all reduced g-sequences endowed with the multiplication (a r,...,am)(bl,..., Red(a, b,, a2b,, . . . , amblr bl, bZ, . . . , b,) . (a 1, . . . . a,)rls = al ((a,, . . . , a, 
6,) =
Dually, we have the right Rhodes expansion B.%!(S).
11). For any semigroup S, &?B(S) is a semigroup with E(LZ?C%?(S)) = {(a,, . . . , a,): a, E E(S)}. The mapping qs defined by
. ,a,).
Thus cf E (o)~S n So which clearly implies that si 2' a2 from which it follows that 955?(S) is completely regular. 0
For any subset A of a completely regular semigroup S, let
&Z?52A(S) = ({(a): aEA})
be the completely regular subsemigroup of 992(S) generated by the reduced g-sequences of length one from A and let %.%?A(S) denote the right/left dual of 5?ZA(S) (see [1, 3] for a discussion of these concepts as applied to semigroups). Since it should not cause any confusion, we shall denote the restriction of qs to .9ZA(S) by the same symbol vs. If A is a set of generators for S, then it is clear that qs will be an epimorphism of 5?z?.QA(S) onto S. We will refer to qs as the natural projection of 5?.9ZA(S) onto S.
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section. 
so that it remains to show that @ is an isomorphism.
Let U, u E U be such that u x u. Then clearly e(u) (2)' e(u) so that, by Corollary 3.5, e(u)ze (u 
ek(U)A)
is an g-sequence
so that the sequence in (6) is a reduced g-sequence, in fact, the elements in (6) lie in different components.
Since A c q, it follows that the elements in (ui)@ also lie in different components and therefore (UT)@ is a reduced g-sequence and belongs to
99?x(F"Y). Thus @ maps F$ into G?&Tx(F-Y).
To see that @ is a homomorphism, let U, u E U, with #(u) = k + 1 and #(u) = I+ 1. We have 
. , (ek(U)u)A, ul,e(u)A, . . . ,e'(u)A).
In order to establish the equality of the expressions in (7) and (8) 
e(e"~(24)u) = E(e'(zf)u), e(e"I(u)u) = e"'+l(u)u = e(e'(u)o).
By Lemma 2.1, it follows that e"'(zd)u[ 61! e'(u)u[ ?Z;Ir<ni+l
so that (9) e"'(u)uA 9 e'(u)uA rzi5r<nj+,.
Hence, from (7) Hence, from (7), (8) (10)
Thus, in both cases, the expressions in (7) and (8) It remains to show that @ is a monomorphism. We first show that @ is one-to-one on subgroups.
Let u E U, #(u) = n and UT@ be an idempotent. By Lemma 4.1,
~1 EE(FW) so that
e"(U2) = u2 A 2.4 = e'(u).
But clearly, for 15 k< n, ek(U2) = ek(U). Therefore so that u2iu, and UT is an idempotent.
Thus @ is one-to-one on subgroups. Now suppose that U, u E CT are such that UT@ = 0x4. Then necessarily #(u) = #(u) = n, say, and ek(U) A ek(u), for Olksn.
In particular, u A u so that c(u)= c(u) and u"u A u. Hence, for 1 I ks n, ek(Uou) = ek(u) and consequently, ek(Uou) A n q ek(u) 0s kin.
Thus u"u xv. Similarly U'U iu and, since wxVe won' for all WE U, it follows that l4l.% UT.
To complete the proof that ui= UT, we argue by induction on n = #(u) = g(u). If II = 1, then we have that UA = UA and, since it follows immediately from the defini-tion of n' that A and x agree on the set of elements w E U with #(w) = 1, we have UJ. = UX.
So now assume that #(u) = #(u) = n > 1. For this case, the induction hypothesis is that @ is one-to-one on { wi: #(w) < n}. Since UT@ = ox@ we have, in particular, that (e(u))2 = (e(u)& . . . , e "P2(e(u))l = enm2(e(u))A where #(e(u)) = n -1 so that, by the induction hypothesis, we have e(u)l= e(v)x. But XC q and c(u) = c(u). Hence E(U) = E(U) and, by Lemma 2.1, so that Thus u,?5? ~1. Therefore ~12
UT and, from the fact that @ 0 QP' is one-to-one on + subgroups, it follows that ui= VA. Hence @ must be a monomorphism. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0
Iteration of the Rhodes expansion
In this section we will show how it is possible to describe the free object in FVK by means of the projective limit of iterations of the left and right Rhodes expansions applied to FV. In order to do this we require certain constructions. 
w(f):x-(((***(xf)-**))) (XEX)
where the number of brackets on the right hand side is ) WI.
Lemma 5.2. (i) For any (S, f) E Yx, w E W, we have (w(S), w(f)) EL&. (ii) For any homomorphism 19 : (S, f) --f (T, g) and any w E W, there exists a homomorphism 0,: (w(S), w(f)) + (w(T), w(g)). If 6' is an isomorphism, then so also is Bw.
Proof. (i) This follows by a straightforward induction argument based on the length of w.
(ii) A simple calculation will show that, for p E {l, r}, the mapping
(xf) -+ (xg) (x E X)
extends to a homomorphism We say that O= {Bi: iE Z} is an isomorphism of the directed family {(Si,fi), iE I: ~ij} onto the directed family { (Sl,fi'), i E I: @:j} if, for each i E I, 19~ is an isomorphism of ($,A) onto (&!,h'). By Lemma 5.1, we will also have ei~;= ~,jej for all i2 j in I.
Clearly the projective limits of isomorphic directed families are isomorphic. It will also be convenient to introduce an action of the semigroup W from Section Then (FW, I~) E 9X and is the free object in W on X. 
We now proceed by induction on 1~1. By (11) and its dual, it follows that the result holds for w = I or w = r. Now assume that the result holds for elements of W of shorter length than w and let w =Iw, in canonical form. By the induction hypothesis, (wrV-9, wl(l~))~(Fw,(Y),r,,(~,,)).
We have Proof. In the light of Proposition 5.5, it follows that the directed system {(w(FY), w(I~)), w E W: vu") is isomorphic to a directed system { (Fw(Y), I,,,(~) Thus @ is one-to-one. Also xe@ = F, where wF, = x(w(Q)) = xlwcy).
Therefore 0 maps {XQ} onto the generators of P. Consequently, 0 is an isomorphism and the proof is complete. 0
On the cardinality of a K-class
We conclude with an interesting application of the above observations to the possible cardinality of a K-class.
Lemma 6.1. Let %!e [Y, f7.%?] and 4?l< 4?lK. (i) Either 42 #I(%) or 42 #r(Q). (ii) qK # I(+%) and 4VK # r(a).
Proof. (i) Suppose that I(%) = % =r(%). Then clearly w(a) = "21, for all w E W, and so by Theorem 5.6 we have %! = 4YK which is a contradiction.
( In relation to Theorem 6.2, it is interesting to note that it follows from [lo, Theorem 4.21, that IC9KI =2k0 and 133K1 = X0, where % denotes the variety of groups and 33 denotes the variety of bands.
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